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The appearance of circulating antigen (cag) of Toxoplasma gondii in the sera of mammals is commonly considered as an indication of an acute infection. However, although antigenemia is detectable in sera of man with natural infections as well as in sera of mice with laboratory acquired infections, there seem to be striking biological differences between these antigens.

Mice were i.p. infected with pathogenic strains of Toxoplasma gondii (BK, RH, T, 928), blood samples were collected, daily until the death of the mice, and the sera were tested for their contents of cag. The cag was treated in a PAGE and an Immunoblot. The characteristics of this cag were compared with those of cag from human sera. Cags from different sources are obviously consisting of different proteins appearing in the blood at different times p.i. Thus, cag of experimentally infected mice cannot be used in replacement of human cag for immunization of antibody donors or as positive controls in immunotests for cag with human sera.